Actian Avalanche Connector
QuickStart
Connector QuickStart
includes:
Pre-built, customizable DataConnect
integration templates to access and
sync your preferred SaaS app data
with Actian Avalanche
Provides fully customizable and
sophisticated hybrid data integration
capabilities that can scale and
perform in the most demanding
environments
Get started quickly with introductory
training on data integration
techniques
Leverage best practices and planning

QuickStart Goals
The QuickStart is a 5 day
engagement to enable
customers to:
Provision an Actian DataConnect
environment
Set up connectivity endpoints to your
SaaS apps
Deploy and schedule reoccurring
integrations to continuously sync your
SaaS app data

Overview
The Actian Avalanche Connector QuickStart package offers a pre-defined
set of professional services, tailored to your requirements. The package is
designed to help you access data from your preferred SaaS apps including
Salesforce, NetSuite, ServiceNow & Workday and load it into Actian
Avalanche quickly and efficiently.
Get peace of mind knowing that experts at Actian will manage the
environment so that you can focus on growing your business.

Deliverables
1. Kickoff
■■ Review and confirm a joint agenda for the engagement
■■ Review source SaaS applications and source data objects for Actian
Avalanche sync

2. Provision an Actian DataConnect Environment
■■ Provision an Actian DataConnect environment and install SaaS
integration templates

3. Set up Connectivity
■■ Assist with establishing connectivity to specific SaaS endpoints
■■ Assist with updating maps and schemas for customized objects
■■ Test data sync from source SaaS apps to targets

4. Package, Deploy, Schedule Integration Packages
■■ Deploy and schedule SaaS app integration packages to sync new
and updated SaaS data

Data sheet

Actian Avalanche Connector
QuickStart

Training Workshop (2 days)
■■ Provide preliminary training on:
■■ Introduction to integration mapping techniques
■■ Automating and managing your integration design
■■ Perform basic administration and troubleshooting
■■ Applying integration best practices
■■ Connectivity

Optional Next Steps
Based on the knowledge gleaned from the engagement, we can also assist you with additional data integration
or data preparation needs.
For more information, please contact Services@actian.com
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